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Math at PS 24Q

Constructivist Mathematics @ PS 24Q
Mathematics in which students are constructing their OWN
meaning of the concepts. Teachers purposefully plan for
opportunities for students to develop understanding through
exploration and discussion. Instead of traditional “I Do, We Do,
You Do,” math instruction becomes “You Do, We Do, I Do.”

Algebra for All
Pedagogy

Socio-Emotional

Opening Tasks

Making Tasks Accessible

How do you select or adapt tasks to deepen
mathematical thinking?

Differentiate by planning instruction so that
tasks are accessible to all learners

Persistence

Productive Struggle

How can you develop and support a classroom
culture that promotes persistence and sensemaking over answer finding and speed?

Discussion

How can you use discussion of student
strategies to formalize understanding?

Re-Engaging

How can you design follow-up lessons that
re-engage, challenge, and support students at
all levels of understanding?

Planning for Next Year

How can you develop a plan for supporting all
students in engaging rigorously with grade level
mathematics?

Experience and learn to implement techniques
for helping students understand and trust that
struggle is necessary for learning

Incorporating All Learners

Important learning happens after the answer is
derived

Variation
Multiple and varied perspectives on a problem or
concept deepen understanding for all students

Scaffolds
Well designed and implemented scaffolds
provide access without sacrificing rigor.

THINKING WALL

STUDENT CHOICE

How could I use this in my instruction?

Students are given opportunities to use self-chosen
manipulatives, rubrics, and checklists to guide their
thinking. Teachers are there to support and facilitate
student use of tools as well as to push student thinking,
both independently and in collaborative conversations.
How could I use this in my instruction?

Another example of how a Thinking Wall can be utilized. This
shows students leading mathematical discourse in one area
of the room while other students work collaboratively in
other areas. Thinking Walls serve multiple purposes,
including student led discussions, display (and discussion) of
strategically selected student work samples, and as an
interactive tool for students to refer to as needed. Again,
teachers are there to guide students, but students are taking
the “leader” role in the discussion.
How could I use this in my instruction?

STUDENT LEADERS

THINKING WALL
Students are using a Thinking Wall for multiple purposes.
One group is having a discussion around the various
strategies displayed while the other group has leaders who
are engaging the group in a conversation around the
models and tools that could be used in navigating the task.
In both groups, students are leading the work, taking
ownership of all discussions. Collaboration is evident in
both situations.

The student is leading the discussion, using the Smartboard
to model her thinking. As she facilitates the conversation,
the teacher is using the Math Teacher Checklist to assess
student understanding, use of Standards of Mathematical
Practices, and group dynamics.
How could I use this in my instruction?

COLLABORATION

TECHNOLOGY/
DIFFERENTIATION

Students are working collaboratively to navigate difficult
problems, working together to close read and then solve
the the problems. Students evaluate and critique each
other’s work, encouraging one another to try different
strategies to better understand the problems.
How could I use this in my instruction?

SMALL GROUPS/
REENGAGEMENT

STUDENT LED SHARE &
DISCUSSION

This group is working with technology to further investigate
concepts studied in class. Through the use of technology,
students are developing stronger understanding of real-world
applications of concepts learned in school. Additionally,
students each have their own Google Classroom accounts
with tasks differentiated to individual needs.
How could I use this in my instruction?

Smartboards are used for students to share their ideas in
ways that are visible to others. Students then discuss the
strategies modeled and work together collaboratively to
think of other strategies that may work for the same
problem.
How could I use this in my instruction?

Teachers work with small groups to facilitate conversations
and guide students’ thinking about mathematics. The
teachers’ role becomes that of a facilitator, guiding
students thinking by purposefully asking questions that
align with content and practice standards. Reengagement
activities are also applied in these groups.
How could I use this in my instruction?

Strategy Reflection Sheet
The strategy reflection sheet is a tool used to help students recognize that there are various strategies that can be used to solve a
problem. It aligns with the Mathematical Practices and pushes students to make sense of strategies that may prove helpful to
them in the future.
This tool is first introduced to the whole class, then is used in groups, and eventually is used individually.
Although not utilized in every lesson, it can be used as an exit slip, assessment, or homework assignment to follow up on a
problem completed in class.

Strategy Reflection
Today we worked on this problem:

I used this strategy:

We also saw these different strategies:

What do you notice about these strategies?
How are they the same and how are they different?
Why do you think each person chose them?

Now, how would you solve this problem?

Questions? Thoughts?

Learning
Buddies
Learning Buddies
We make use of the “Learning Buddies” method where students work in groups of four, each
taking on an assigned role.

What is the purpose?
Less emphasis on…
Homogeneous grouping where high-functioning students only/always work with other highfunctioning students (and vice versa)
Greater emphasis on…
Students working with other students independent of their ability
What are the roles?
•
•
•

Sketch Partner
Model Partner
Explanation Partner

What Could a Lesson Look Like?
Teaching Point



Use mathematical practices
Example: TP: I can persevere with problem solving by thinking critically about the situation. (5.NBT.6)

Homework Routine


3-5 minutes

Routines







Number strings
Quick image
Dot talk
It can’t be…
Notice & wonder
Etc.

Possible Guided Question


Could be used or can go right into inquiry question – depends on your students and lesson.

Inquiry Question






3 read
Language protocols
Annotating question
Think time
Partner/group work

Summarize / Thinking Wall Protocol



Pull student work to share (about 2-3)
Teach/Pull strategies – review misconceptions

Station Work (Note: station work does not have to be everyday)






Differentiated Work for students
Independent Practice
Center/Task/Enrichment Activities
Conferencing Time
Re-engagement Lessons with small groups

Annotated 5th Grade Lesson Plan p.1
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Welcomes students into lesson by giving them
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for and
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SMP 2
SMP 5

Annotated 5th Grade Lesson Plan p.2
•

•
•
•
•
•

Designed to build fluency through a
Designed
to build fluency through a
spiral review.
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review.
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Promotes/ties in with ELA skills and strategies.
Includes picture support and vocabulary support for ENL students.
Promotes/ties
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ALL SMPs addressed

Annotated 5th Grade Lesson Plan p.3

Inquiry work is used in a variety of ways, for a variety of reasons.
Inquiry work is used in a variety of ways, for a variety of reasons.
o Used to introduce
a new concept.
o Used to introduce a new concept.
o Used to develop a deeper understanding of concepts.
o Used to develop a deeper understanding of concepts.
o Used to tie multiple
concepts
together.
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to tie multiple
concepts together.
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Often, dual slides are presented, one in English and one translated to meet needs of class.
Often, dual slides are presented, one in English and one translated to meet needs of class.
ALL SMPs are addressed
ALL SMPs are addressed
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There isfeedback
time given
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students to take a moment and reflect on their
work. They use self-reflections and peer
feedback to push thinking.

Annotated 5th Grade Lesson Plan p.4
The selection and order of the work shared is
incredibly important – all work is chosen and
ordered purposefully to reach desired lesson
outcomes.
Student leaders lead this share, beginning with
reminder of protocols.
Various types of “Thinking Walls”
o SmartBoard (with document camera)
o Dry erase boards
o Bulletin boards
While students share, teachers use checklist to
track understanding
ALL SMPs addressed

Continuation of share to promote discourse in
a shared learning environment.
o Work is displayed on any of the Thinking
Walls for students to see.
o Discussion takes place around:
Strategies
Struggles
New ideas
Connections
Wonderings
ALL SMPs addressed

Can be used as a discussion prompt or as an exit slip to assess student
understanding and use of mathematical practices.
Relates back to growth mindset.
o Often references of original picture and/or quotation are made.
o Used to remind students that struggle is part of growth and that
mistakes are celebrated.
SMP 1
SMP3

PROBLEM SOLVING RUBRIC
4 Exceeds
Expectations

3 Meets
Expectations

2 Approaching
Expectations

1 Well Below
Expectations

I understand the important
parts of each problem and
can set up my solving strategy
clearly. I have completed all
parts of my work.

I show understanding for
most parts of the project and
can set up my solving
strategy.

I only show some parts of
understanding and have
attempted to set up my
solving strategies.

I show very little or no
understanding of the problem
and have not set up my
problem solving strategies
correctly.

I have selected appropriate
strategies for each part of the
task and carried them
through to a correct solution,
clearly showing my thinking.

I have selected appropriate
strategies for most parts of
the task and carried them
through to a correct solution,
trying to show my thinking.

I have selected an
appropriate strategy and may
have arrived at a correct
solution. My thinking may not
be clear to follow.

I have selected an ineffective
strategy and have arrived at
an incorrect answer. Little or
no thinking is shown.

PROBLEM
SOLVING

I have chosen correct
strategies and have shown all
correct computations. My
method shows my thinking
and problem solving with a
model.

I have chosen an effective
strategy and most of my
computations are correct. A
model shows my thinking.

I have chosen a strategy and
some of my computations are
correct. A model may or may
not be shown.

I have chosen an ineffective
strategy to solve my problem.
My computations are
incorrect and a model is not
shown.

EXPLANATION/
RESPONSE

I show my understanding and
thinking by writing a detailed
explanation of my strategy
and how I solved my problem
using mathematical
vocabulary.

I show my understanding and
thinking by writing an
explanation of my strategy
and how I solved my
problem.

I show my understanding by
writing a sentence or two of
my strategy.

I do not show my
understanding or thinking.
Explanation does not make
sense or is not written.

CRITERIA

UNDERSTANDING

STRATEGY

FEEDBACK: You were able to ____________________________________________________________________________________________________
GUIDANCE: Your goal is ________________________________________________________________________________________________________
You can reach your goal by _____________________________________________________________________________________________________
EVALUATION: Your overall score is ______________

MATHEMATICAL PRACTICE PROBLEM SOLVING RUBRIC
Standard
MP #1 I can solve
problems without
giving up.
MP #2 I can think
about numbers in
many different ways.

MP #3 I can explain
my thinking
MP #4 I can show my
work in many ways.
MP #5 I can use
appropriate math
tools and explain
why I use them.
MP #6 I can work
carefully and check
my work.
MP #7 I can use what
I know to solve new
problems.
MP #8 I can solve
problems by looking
for rules and
reasoning.

4 Exceeds Expectations
I read the problem several times and
figured it out on my own. I worked on
the problem and didn’t give up.

3 Meets Expectations
I read the problem more than once
and worked on the problem on my
own. I only asked for help after I read
the problem and tried it myself.

2 Approaching Expectations
I read the problem once and then
asked for help. I worked on the
problem with help from my teacher,
group or partner.

1 Well Below Expectations
I was asked for help before reading
and trying the problem on my own. I
gave up on the problem even with
help.

I used several different strategies to
solve the problem. My thinking was
flexible and reasonable.

I used an effective strategy to solve
the problem. My thinking was flexible
and reasonable.

I used an effective strategy to solve
the problem. My thinking was not
very flexible and / or not reasonable.

I was unable to use an effective
strategy to solve the problem. My
thinking was not flexible or
reasonable.

I was able to explain my answers and
strategies clearly while using correct
math vocabulary.

I was able to explain my answers
clearly. I correctly used some math
vocabulary.

I was able to explain my answers,
however they were somewhat difficult
to understand and/or they were not
completely correct. I tried to use
math vocabulary.

My explanation was not clear, was
inaccurate, or was missing
information. I didn’t attempt to use
math vocabulary.

I was able to show my thinking in
several different ways.
I used a tool that helped me solve the
problem. I was able to clearly explain
why and how I used it.

I was able to show my work in at least
two ways.
I used a tool with help from others to
help me solve the problem. I was
able to explain why and how I used it.

I was able to show my work in at least
one way.
I used a tool with help to help me
solve the problem. I was not able to
explain why or how I used it.

I didn’t show my work.

All calculations and strategies were
correct, clearly written and easy to
follow.

All calculations and strategies were
correct. Mistakes were corrected
along the way and didn’t affect the
outcome or final answer.

Most calculations or strategies were
correct, however mistakes affected
the outcome or final answer.

There were several mistakes in my
work and / or my final answer was
incorrect.

I was able to quickly figure out what I
knew about the problem and apply my
knowledge to solve.

I was able to figure out what I knew
and apply my knowledge to solve. I
may have needed help at first, but was
able to finish on my own.

I was able to figure out what I knew
and apply my knowledge to solve with
help from my teacher, group or
partner.

I was unable to use my knowledge to
help me figure out how to solve the
problem even after having help.

On my own, I was able to quickly find
a strategy and / or shortcut to help me
solve the problem.

I was able to find a strategy and / or
shortcut to help me solve the
problem. I may have needed help at
first, but was able to finish on my own.

I was able to find a strategy and/or
shortcut to help me solve the problem
with help from the teacher, group or
partner.

I was unable to find a strategy and/or
shortcut to help me solve the problem
even after help from the teacher,
group or partner.

I didn’t know which tool to use and/or
I didn’t know how to use them.

FEEDBACK: You were able to ____________________________________________________________________________________________________
GUIDANCE: Your goal is ________________________________________________________________________________________________________
You can reach your goal by _____________________________________________________________________________________________________
EVALUATION: Your overall score is ______________

DATE: _______________________

MATH CONCEPT/STANDARD: __________________________________________________________

Math Teacher Checklist
Student Name

Participates in
discussion with
partner/group

Use different
strategies to solve
a problem

Solves problems
with precision and
accuracy

Explains
mathematical
thinking

Demonstrates an
understanding of
the math concept

Notes on Checklist
-This is used to informally assess students at various points of a lesson,
including partner work, group work, share, etc.
-Allows teacher an opportunity to assess on both their use of the
standards of mathematical practice as well as student understanding
of the concepts of the task
-Data gathered is used to drive instruction in that it helps determine
what concepts need to be visited again and in what form - whole
class, small group, centers/stations, etc.

Teacher Comments

Departmentalization Schedules

Schools participating in Algebra for All agree to departmentalize 5th grade. This allows some teachers to specialize in mathematics instruction and helps ensure that there is
enough time for mathematics instruction. We later introduced departmentalization in 4th grade as well. The departmentalization structures in 4th and 5th grades are slightly
different, underscoring the importance of being flexible as a school to achieve our goals.

4th Grade Departmentalization Schedule:

Pairs of teachers take responsibility for two classes. One teacher specializes in
Math and Science and the other teacher specializes in ELA and Social Studies.
Each class has a double period of math and a double period of ELA each day,
and they alternate between science and social studies in week A or Week B.

5th Grade Departmentalization Schedule:

Fifth grade has 7 classes, so there are two pairs of classes and teachers and one
trio. The class pairs have a similar schedule to the 4th grade pairs, but for the trio,
one teacher concentrates on math for all three classes, another for ELA, and
another alternates between Science in week A and Social Studies in week B.

PS 24Q Math Resources
Math in the City Resource Books


Many books in the series, including Strings books (minilessons) and Contexts for
Learning units – great sources for routines and longer tasks

Number Talks (From Math Solutions) by Sherry Parrish


Multiple number strings to use – great for routines

Step-by-Step Model Drawing - Solving Word Problems the Singapore Way (Math with
Meaning) by Char Forsten



Great for modeling
Helps diverse learners, develops number sense and number relationships

Powerful Problem Solving by Max Ray (Heinemann)



Activities for sense making with math practices
Tasks

What’s Your Math Problem? by Linda Gojak



Strategies to help solve math problems
Tasks that use multiple math practices

No Naked Numbers by Christine King



Routines
Building Number Sense

Go Math Resources



Think Deeper Questions – great start for inquiry questions
Can be used for homework, additional practice

Engage NY




Great for sprints – builds up fluency
Additional homework practice
Additional models

